TYPICAL MOUNDED FILL CLOSURE

TYPICAL DEPRESSED FILL CLOSURE

GENERAL NOTES:

1. The fill at and above drift levels shall consist of the coarsest material available. Smaller material may be used elsewhere. See the specifications for additional requirements.

2. As practicable, shape the remaining mine waste material to resemble an undisturbed mine waste pile.

3. The length and width of the top of the mound shall be equal to or greater than the internal drift length and width respectively.

CAUTION - This project requires construction work in, around, and over progressing and unprotected mine shafts, stopes, adits, and other openings which may be open to the surface or hidden from view by trash, debris, or trees and unstable edges of surface materials or rock. The contractor shall be responsible for thoroughly investigating the site conditions and scheduling his equipment, equipment operators, personnel and safety procedures to prevent accidents and injuries.